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Within the SENDATE Secure-DCI project, 
an architecture for next-generation distrib-
uted data centers based on optical tech-
nologies in conjunction with virtualized 
network functions and software defined 
network orchestration will be developed 
allowing a flexible and secure provisioning 
of compute, storage and networking re-
sources to tenants and applications at 
scale.  

Main focus 

Large Data Centers (DCs) are forming the 
most important control centers for commu-
nication and cloud-based services on the 
Internet. Within DCs, business as well as 
private data is stored, processed, and 
forwarded.  

Although current DCs have a huge com-
puting power, massive storage capacities, 
and an enormous performance based on 
centrally stored data, they are located far 
away from the customer, use the network 
only for transport, and are mostly owned 
by non-European companies. This leads 
to low flexibility, long delays to customers, 
and security concerns. 

New application scenarios in our digital 
society such as Industrial Internet, mobile 
connected objects, Internet of Things, 
health applications, and especially 5G 
lead to a huge number of end devices and 
an enormous increase of traffic volume. 
The high demands on security, location 
awareness, service guarantees, flexibility, 
and latency require a convergence of tele-
communication networks and IT as well as 
distributed data centers, which are placed 
close to the customers. The forthcoming 
integration of many smaller distributed 
data centers into a flexible, powerful en-
semble represents an ideal network infra-
structure to solve today's problems with 
latency, the data traffic volume and data 
sovereignty.  

Approach 

Within the SENDATE Secure-DCI project, 
the architecture for next-generation distrib-
uted data centers will be developed allow-
ing a flexible and secure provisioning of 
compute, storage and networking re-
sources to tenants and applications at 
scale. Innovative approaches such as 
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) in 
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combination with Software Defined 
Networking (SDN) are the basis 
for a secure, flexible, low-latency, 
and locality-aware distributed data 
center approach to support the 
upcoming application scenari-
os.Targets of the project are:  

 Development of a novel, packet-
optical distributed data center 
fabric architecture facilitating a 
10-fold higher fabric capacity, 
50% better network efficiency 
and 30% lower energy consump-
tion than to-day’s implementa-
tions.  

 Integration and extension of 
open-source based control and 
orchestration software for distrib-
uted compute, storage and net-
working resources, allowing an 
application driven resource opti-
mization with sub-second re-
sponse times 

 Development of a new multi-
layer data center switch as ele-
mentary fabric building block 
providing a hardware-based lay-
er 0 to layer 4 forwarding plane 
and embedded storage and 
compute capabilities to host soft-
ware-based virtual network func-
tions 

 Development of new transmis-
sion schemes and optical inter-
face technologies supporting 
WDM based intra-data center 
connectivity, metro-scale inter-

data center interconnects, and 
long-haul inter-data center con-
nectivity at 400 Gb/s+ channel 
speeds allowing up to a 10-fold 
increase in fiber capacity while 
lowering power and maintaining 
reach. 

 Development of an integral secu-
rity concept ensuring that user 
and application data is only ac-
cessible in clear text within verifi-
ably trusted areas and encrypt-
ed, preferably by post-quantum 
secure encryption methods, any-
where else. 

Main results 

The innovative architecture for 
extremely fast and flexible connec-
tion and networking of distributed 
data centers based on Industry-4.0 
applications is created. 

Encrypting transmission data on 
the physical layer ensures confi-
dentiality of all data, independent 
of any higher layer protocol. In 
combination with quantum safe 
encryption a higher level of securi-
ty is introduced and allows for in-
novative applications in sensitive 
areas such as telemedicine. 

The defined architecture, control 
mechanisms, switching and 
transport technology, and security 
concepts are demonstrated in a 
field trial. 

Impact 

The work in the project SENDATE-
Secure DCI allows the German 
and European IT and telecommu-
nications industry to gain more 
market share with new network 
solutions and IT services in a mar-
ket currently dominated by a few 
non-European operators.  


